The Patent Pending Integrated Soft Ballistic Ridge® provides .5” of additional ballistic coverage beyond the side plates. The Ballistic Ridge® wraps around the side plate protecting the user from side spall created by plate augmentation.

**DESIGN FEATURES**

The TYR Tactical® EPIC™ Male Ballistic Side Plate Adapter with Integrated Soft Ballistic Ridge®

- Meets Level II NIJ0101.06 T52/SP
- Attaches Externally to the EPIC™ Base Cummerbund
- Constructed out of water-resistant, 4-way stretch material which wicks away moisture and decreases heat accumulation

EPIC™ Female Ballistic Side Plate Adapter with Integrated Soft Ballistic Ridge®, 6”x6”
TYR-M-E112AS-66-T52/SP

EPIC™ Female Ballistic Side Plate Adapter with Integrated Soft Ballistic Ridge®, 6”x8”
TYR-M-E112AS-68-T52/SP

EPIC™ Male Ballistic Side Plate Adapter with Integrated Soft Ballistic Ridge®, 7”x8”
TYR-M-E112AS-78-T52/SP

**Compatibility**

The EPIC™ Base Cummerbund attaches via lace adjustment to the back of the carrier and allows for an additional 4”-6” of adjustability. It incorporates an adjustable quick release securing mechanism which attaches on either side of the vest. The cummerbund is unisex and comes in various MOLLE column lengths.

Sizes: 05, 06, 07, 08, 09
TYR-E106E

Sizing Information can be found online at [WWW.TYRTACTICAL.COM](http://WWW.TYRTACTICAL.COM)